(1)

What is the central aisle of a church called?
Nave.

(2)

What in the human body, is the bone which is most frequently broken?
Collar bone.

(3)

Who is the brother of Sherlock Holmes?
Mycroft.

(4)

In which sport do teams compete for the Dunhill Cup?
Golf.

(5)

Who is the patron saint of lost causes?
St Jude.

(6)

Which Shakespeare character’s last words are “The rest is silence”?
Hamlet.

(7)

The Sao Francisco river flows through which country?
Brazil.

(8)

The Dodgers are the baseball team of which U.S. city?
Los Angeles.

(9)

Which institution has the motto citius, altius, fortuis (swifter, higher,
stronger)?
The Olympics.

(10)

In mythology, who was given ass’s ears?
King Midas.
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(11)

Sinhalese is a language spoken in which country?
Sri Lanka.

(12)

Is the denominator the upper or lower number in a fraction?
Lower.

(13)

Which gas has the symbol Ne?
Neon.

(14)

Which branch of mathematics uses symbols to represent unknown
quantities?
Algebra.

(15)

The Golden Arrow was a famous train that ran from London to which
destination?
Paris.

(16)

Walter Mondale was vice-president to which U.S. president?
Jimmy Carter.

(17)

In which part of your body are the metacarpals?
Hands.

(18)

Which king died a prisoner in the Tower of London?
Henry VI.

(19)

In which U.S. city is Union the main train station?
Washington.

(20)

There are 5 landlocked countries in the World beginning with the letter
A, Armenia is one, name the other four?
Afghanistan, Andorra, Austria and Azerbaijan.
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(21)

In which year did the Dunkirk evacuation take place?
1940.

(22)

Which market street in London is officially called Middlesex Street?
Petticoat Lane.

(23)

Who in sport is known as the “Great White Shark”?
Greg Norman.

(24)

What centigrade temperature is gas mark 6 equal to?
200 degrees C.

(25)

The flag of which country contains the Star of David?
Israel.

(26)

In a game of chess, which piece is called springer in Germany?
Knight.

(27)

Who described fox hunting as: “The unspeakable in pursuit of the
uneatable”?
Oscar Wilde.

(28)

What is the meaning of the Russian word “mir”?
Peace.

(29)

In medicine, which is the most widespread parasitic infection?
Malaria.

(30)

What is the more common name for diluted acetic acid?
Vinegar.
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(31)

Which parade takes place on the British sovereign’s official birthday?
Trooping of the Colour.

(32)

Which corrosion-resistant alloy is made from iron, chromium and nickel?
Stainless steel.

(33)

What name is given to the fruit of the Chinese tree Prunus persica?
Peach.

(34)

Which two English Classic horse races are restricted to fillies only?
1000 Guineas and the Oaks.

(35)

Who were the twins in the Bee Gees?
Maurice and Robin.

(36)

Which astronaut hit the first golf ball on the moon?
Alan Shepard.

(37)

In mythology, who was the Norse God of thunder?
Thor.

(38)

Who was the first Roman Catholic president of America?
John F. Kennedy.

(39)

What is the capital of Croatia?
Zagreb.

(40)

Who, in World War II, were the Axis Powers?
Germany, Italy and Japan.
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